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Single Molecule Emission Characteristics in Near-Field Microscopy
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In near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), the measured fluorescence lifetime of a single
dye molecule can be shortened or lengthened, sensitively dependent on the relative position between the
molecule and aluminum coated fiber tip. The modified lifetimes and other emission characteristics are
simulated by solving Maxwell equations with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The
2D computation reveals insight into the lifetime behaviors and provides guidance for nonperturbative
spectroscopic measurements with NSOM. This new methodology is capable of predicting molecular
emission properties in front of a metal/dielectric interface of arbitrary geometry.

PACS numbers: 78.47.+p, 07.79.Fc, 33.50.—j, 41.20.Jb

Recent advances in near-field scanning optical mi-

croscopy (NSOM) [1] make it possible to image the
fluorescence from single molecules with nanometric reso-
lution [2] and extend the single molecule spectroscopy
work done at cryogenic temperature [3] to the room
temperature regime. Single molecule fluorescence can
be spectrally [4] and temporally resolved [5—7] with
NSOM. In order to extract useful information from these
experiments, however, perturbations to spectroscopic
measurements induced by the aluminum coated fiber tip
need to be characterized. In this paper, single molecule
fluorescence lifetimes are experimentally determined and
numerically computed as a function of the relative position
of the molecule and the NSOM tip. In addition, spectral
shifts and emission quantum yields are also computed.
We present a new methodology that allows computation of
the fluorescence characteristics for the specific NSOM tip

geometry (or any arbitrary geometry). The computational
results reveal significant insight into the experimental
observations and allow us to predict the proper conditions
under which spectroscopic measurements with NSOM can
be performed with minimal perturbations.

Figure 1 shows a 4 p, mX4 p, m near-field fluorescence
image of single sulforhodamine 101 molecules adsorbed
on a silicate glass substrate. The image is obtained by
raster scanning the sample with respect to the NSOM tip
(Fig. 2) and collecting the fluorescence passing through
the substrate [5]. The transition dipoles of the single
molecules are determined to be parallel to, and randomly
oriented on, the substrate surface [5]. The fluorescence
decays of single molecules are measured by the time-
correlated photon counting method [5—7]. Figure 3(a)
shows three fluorescence decays of a molecule measured
with the lateral displacements of d = 0, 30, and 60 nm
at a constant tip-molecule gap of h —5 nm. The lifetime
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FIG. 1. Room temperature near-field fluorescence image
(4 p, m X4 p, m) of single sulforhodamine 101 molecules
adsorbed on a silicate glass substrate. Each peak (FWHM
—100 nm) in the image is due to a single molecule.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the NSOM tip with an aperture diameter
of 96 nm. The FDTD domain is divided into a 300X300
grid of 1.2 nm square cells. The arrangements of the E, E,„

and H, points are shown in the zoom-in inset. A horizontal
point dipole is placed at the center of the cell with the four
surrounding H, points driven sinusoidally in the simulation.
Molecular emission characteristics are evaluated a» a function
of the lateral displacement (d) and the tip-molecule gap (h).
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Ace/yp = (3rrqccp/ppk )Ep cosP, (5)

with P being the phase difference between the reflected
field and the oscillating dipole. The modified decay rate

y and the frequency shift Ace are solved by substituting
Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) and normalized to yp. In
this phenomenological approach, the following expres-
sions are obtained in SI units [11]:

y/yp = 1 + (6rrqccp/ppk )Ep sin@, (4)

is the longest when the tip is centered above the molecule
and shortens as the tip is displaced laterally. This result
has been previously reported and attributed to nonradiative
energy transfer from the molecule to the aluminum coating
of the NSOM tip [5,6]. Interestingly, however, an opposite
trend in the lifetime has recently been observed by Traut-
man and Macklin [8) and confirmed by us for larger tip-
molecule gaps. As shown in Fig. 3(b), with a tip-molecule
gap of h —20 nm, the lifetime is the shortest when the
tip is centered above the molecule and lengthens when the
tip is displaced laterally. In practice, due to the difficulty
of obtaining nanometer-smooth aluminum coatings at the
present time and consequently the uncertainties in control-
ling the actual tip-molecule gap with the shear force mech-
anism [9],measured lifetimes are extremely sensitive to tip
morphology and often tip dependent. Theoretical under-
standing of the tip-molecule interactions are much needed
to account for the observations.

A fluorescent molecule located a distance greater than
nanometers away from a metal/dielectric interface can of-
ten be adequately treated as a damped-harmonic dipole
driven by its own electric field rejected from the inter-
face [10]:

p + ~pp = (e /m)ER —ypp,

where p(t) is the oscillating dipole moment, yp and cup

are the decay rate and emission frequency in the absence
of the interface, respectively, and ER(t) is the electric
field reflected from the interface projected onto the dipole
direction. The e and m are the electronic charge and
mass, respectively. In the presence of the metal/dielectric
interface, both p(t) and ER(t) oscillate with a slightly
shifted frequency (cup + Ace) and decay with a modified
rate y:

p(t) = ppcos[(cup + Ace)t]e

ER(t) = Epcos[(~p + Ace)t —p]e

(2)

(3)

where Pp and Ep are the amPlitudes of P(t) and ER(t),

FIG. 3. Fluorescence decays of a single molecule mea-
sured at three lateral displacements from the tip center
d —0, 30, and 60 nm. At a tip-molecule gap h —5 nm, the
lifetime is the longest at the tip center and shortened at the
tip edge. (b) The opposite trend in lifetime is seen at a larger
tip-molecule gap of h —20 nm. The lifetime measured in the
far field without the NSOM tip is 2.7 ns.

where q is the intrinsic fluorescence quantum yield
(in the absence of the metal/dielectric interface).
is the dielectric constant of the medium (nonmetallic)
surrounding the molecule, k is the propagation constant
(k = cup~a/c) in that medium, and cp is the vacuum
permittivity.

Hence the problem is reduced to a steady-state solution
of classical electrodynamics, evaluating the amplitude
(Ep) and the phase (@)of the reflected field at the dipole
position. Chance, Prock, and Silbey (CPS) have solved
Eqs. (4) and (5) for infinitely extended flat interfaces [11].
For the specific geometry of the NSOM tip, in which the
"edge effect" is expected to play an important role, one
has to resort to numerical solutions for Ep and P.

Using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method [12,13), we numerically integrate the Maxwell
equations,

BH~ && E + Vp = 0 and V' X H-
Bt

=0.
(6)

For dielectric regions, D(t) = ccpE(t), where c = 2.25
for glass. For the aluminum regions, the frequency
dependent complex susceptibility is given by the Drude
model ~(cu) = cu /(cu + iI cu), with cu„=15.565 eV
and I = 0.608 eV [14,15], respectively, and is accurate
for cu ) 1.5 eV. We adopt the FDTD formulation of
Leubbers, Hunsberger, and Kunz [14) to evaluate D(t):

t

D(t) = cpE(t) + cp E(t r)~(r) dr, (7)

where g(r) is the Fourier transform of ~(co). The FDTD
simulations were performed in two dimensions in order to
reduce the computational time on an IBM RISC6000/590
computer. The 360 nmX360 nm area shown in Fig. 2 is
divided into a 300X300 grid of 1.2 nm square cells. The
arrangements of the H„E,and EY points are shown
in the zoom-in inset of Fig. 2 and the Mur absorbing
boundary condition [16] is applied.

Similar FDTD approaches have been used to simulate
the fields exiting NSOM tips [17]. However, here we
need to mimic the radiation from a point dipole in FDTD.
As shown in the inset of Fig. 2, a horizontal point dipole
is placed at the center of a cell. The initial condition is set
by sinusoidally driving the H, at the four nodes of the cell
enclosing the dipole: H,"(i,j ) ~ ~sin(ncub. t) + H;(i, j),
where i, j are the cell indexes and n is the time step
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FIG. 4. Comparison of FDTD results with the CPS analytical
solutions for the normalized lifetime r/rp of both a parallel and
perpendicular dipole as a function of distance away from a Bat
aluminum surface.

molecule and the tip results in the steady-state value for the
total radiated power (W) to the far field. From this a nor-
malized radiative rate is obtained as y„/yo = W„z/Wr„„,
where W„zand Wf„,denote the total radiation powers in
the presence and absence of the tip, respectively. It follows
that the apparent emission quantum yield (q' = y„/y)
gives the fraction of energy released by the molecule as
radiation going to the far field.

In Figs. 5(d) —5(f) y„/yo, y„,/yo, and q' are shown
for the horizontal dipole. Interestingly, at a small tip-
molecule gap, q' is significantly reduced at the tip
edges due to the increased nonradiative energy transfer
rate (y„,). On the other hand, for the larger gap, the

index. At these four nodes, for each time step, a new
value of H, (i, j) is calculated using the Yee algorithm
[12], then summed with the driving source ~sin(ncuAt)
before being stored in the memory [13]. The H, at the
upper two nodes are taken 180' out of phase with respect
to those at the lower two nodes. The H, amplitudes at
the four nodes are proportional to the dipole moment po.
The driving frequency is 5 X 10'4 Hz (600 nm emission
wavelength) and At is one-thousandth of an optical cycle.
Steady-state solutions are reached in three optical cycles.

The reflected field ER(t) is obtained by taking the
average of the two closest F points to the horizontal
dipole in the Fig. 2 inset (the two closest Ey points are
used for a vertical dipole). Ez(r) = E„z(t)—Ef (r),
where Et,.z(t) and Er„„(t)are the time series in the
presence and absence of the NSOM tip and substrate,
respectively. The amplitude Eo and phase @ are obtained
from Eg(t) by fast Fourier transform [14].

As a necessary check of our methodology, a compari-
son is made in Fig. 4 between the FDTD results and the
CPS analytical solutions for normalized fluorescence life-
times (r/ro = yo/y) of both a parallel and a perpendicu-
lar dipole in front of a flat aluminum surface. The good
agreement between the two results confirms the validity
of the 2D FDTD scheme.

The left column of Fig. 5 shows the FDTD results for
a horizontal dipole. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), Eo and @
are plotted as a function of the lateral displacement d
for two different tip-molecule gaps (h = 6 and 24 nm).
With the assumption of an intrinsic quantum yield q = 1,
r/ro is plotted in Fig. 5(c). It is clear from Fig. 5(c)
that the lifetime is a very sensitive function of the
lateral displacement due to the influence from both Eo
and P. Interestingly the computed results clearly show
the reversal in lifetime behavior in going from small
to large tip-molecule gaps, entirely consistent with the
experimental observations.

In order to gain a physical insight into the computed
lifetimes, we separate the contributions from the radiative
rate (y„)and the nonradiative rate (y„,= y —y„). In
our FDTD computation, the Poynting vector S = F X H
is cycle averaged after reaching a steady state. Integrating
the cycle averaged S over a closed boundary enclosing the
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FIG. 5. FDTD results for both a horizontal dipole [left
column, (a)—(g)] and a vertical dipole [right column, (h) —(n)]
as a function of the lateral displacement d evaluated at tip-
molecule gaps h = 6 and 24 nm. From top to bottom, the
quantities simulated are the reflected field amplitude Eo and
phase P, normalized lifetime 7/ro, normalized radiative rate
y, . /yo and nonradiative rate y„„/yo,apparent quantum yield
q', and spectral shift Ace/yo.
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FIG. 6, FDTD results. for normalized lifetime r/r0 and
spectral shift hen/y0 as a function of tip-molecule gap h for
a horizontal dipole centered at the NSOM tip.

fluorescence decay is dominated by the radiative rate(y„)7 „„),which is reduced at the tip edges (opposite
of y„,). As a result, q' remains close to unity across
the tip. These results clearly demonstrate that the origin
for the reversal in lifetime behaviors observed at different
tip-molecule gaps results from the competition between
radiative and nonradiative mechanisms.

Fig. 5(g) shows the spectral shift Aco/yo [Eq. (5)]
for the horizontal dipole. For a typical dye molecule
with y0 —3 X 1O s ', the frequency is redshifted by
(1.1 —1.4) && 10' Hz. At room temperature, this shift is
negligible compared to the broad single molecule spectral
width [4]. For high frequency resolution NSOM experi-
ments done at cryogenic temperatures [18], however, the
position dependent frequency shifts predicted in Fig. 5(g)
can be significant [19]. Figure 6 shows the variation of
Aco/7o and r/ro as a function of h for a centered hori-
zontal dipole (d = 0).

Finally, the right column of Fig. 5 [(h)—(n)j shows the
FDTD results for Fo, P, r/ro, y„/y0, y„,/yo, q', and
A co/y0 of a vertical dipole. While the nonradiative (y„,)
rate has a similar behavior to that of the horizontal dipole,
fluorescence decays are dominated by the magnitude of
the radiative rates (y„).Therefore the apparent quantum
yield (q') is close to unity across the tip.

It is important to note that all the FDTD results for
r/ro, 7„/yo, y„„/yo,q', and Aco/yo are independent
of the dipole strength; thus they are not only applicable
to single molecule experiments but also to experiments
on molecular aggregates [20] and semiconductor systems
[21] as long as the point dipole approximation still holds.
While the 2D results reveal the physical mechanism, a
more quantitative agreement with experiments requires a
3D computation and smoother aluminum coatings. We
are currently working on both aspects and modeling the
effects of coating morphology with the FDTD approach.

The characterization of the tip-molecule interactions
provides guidance for obtaining unperturbed spectro-
scopic information, even with the less-than perfect NSOM
tips currently available. Our results indicate that pertur-
bations to room temperature excitation and emission spec-
tra are negligible. While the nonradiative energy transfer
can be minimized with larger tip-molecule gaps and by

centering the tip above the molecule [5], a perturbation
to the radiative rate can hardly be avoided. However, for
many other intrinsically fast dynamical processes, such
as photoinduced electron transfer reactions or exciton dy-
namics, population lifetimes can be measured essentially
free from perturbation. [This is evident from Eq. (4),
when the intrinsic quantum yield q is much less than one,
then y/yo —1.] The collection of unperturbed spectral
and temporal information at the nanometric dimension
with single molecule sensitivity opens up many exciting
possibilities in a variety of disciplines.
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